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WHAT ARE BUILDING REGULATIONS
Building regulations set minimum standards for the design and construction of buildings to
ensure the safety and health for people in or about those buildings. Meeting the
requirements of the building regulations is the responsibility of the person carrying out the
building work and, if they are not the same person, the owner of the building.
Compliance with the building regulations in the UK is something that every builder or
developer has concerns about. Since 1 April 2002 building regulations have applied to all
replacement glazing. The regulations apply to thermal performance and other areas such
as safety, air supply, means of escape and ventilation. An external window or door is a
"controlled thing" under the Building Regulations and as a result of this classification
these Regulations set out certain standards to be met when such a window or door is
replaced.

Please note that the following information is intended only as a Guide to those parts of the
Building & Other Regulations that apply to the Installation of Double Glazing in Domestic
Dwellings under normal circumstances. Additionally, Building & Other Regulations are
subject to Revisions from Time to Time. The following Links will take you to the Latest
Building Regulations.

BUILDING REGULATIONS N1 - Glazing safety in relation to impact
BUILDING REGULATIONS B1 - Fire safety
BUILDING REGULATIONS F1 - Ventilation
BUILDING REGULATIONS L1 - Conservation of fuel & power in dwellings
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WHAT ARE BUILDING REGULATIONS

BUILDING REGULATION N1 – Glazing safety in relation to impact
Approved Document N, Part N1, deals with Protection against Impact, defining areas of
Critical (High Risk) Glazing & the Type of Glass to be used in those areas. This regulation
relates to safety and security, i.e. safety from falling and security from getting in. Windows
are often being used as a barrier in place of an actual barrier or balustrade and building
inspectors are now looking for evidence that the glass in the windows can withstand the
forces of impact. Glazing with which people are likely to come into (physical) contact whilst
moving in or about the building shall:
1.

If broken on impact, break in a way which is unlikely to cause injury; or

2.

Resist impact without breaking; or

3.

E shielded or protected from impact.

NB 1: Although not specifically covered in Document N, locations such as windows next to
baths or showers and windows on stairs or landings should also be considered as Critical
Areas if there is any risk of impact.
NB 2: Due to the manufacturing process Safety Glass may appear to be of a slightly
different 'tint' to normal glass. Good Industry Practice is to install Safety Glass in all the
panes of a Door or Window which Require any Safety Glass.

Regulations for the following section are different for Commercial Properties & Residential
Properties. In Practice we comply with the Regulation, which is for residential dwellings.

Safe Breakage is defined in BS6206: “1981 'Specification for impact performance
requirements for flat safety glass and safety plastics for use in buildings: paragraph 5.3”. In
practice, Compliance is achieved by using Toughened or Laminated Safety Glass as
specified in BS6206 in all critical (High risk) which are subject to accidental human impact.
As a minimum area considered to be High Risk are:

-

Glazing at low levels: if the bottom of the glazing is within 800mm of the floor level.

-

Glazing in doors: any glass in doors that starts lower than 1,500mm from the floor.

Glazing adjacent to doors: windows/side panels starting within 300mm of the edge of
a door and starting within 1,500mm from the floor.

The example diagram to the left shows glass panes where toughened or laminated safety
glass is required.
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BUILDING REGULATION N1 – Glazing safety in relation to impact

BUILDING REGULATION B1 – Fire Safety
On the 1st April 2007 the Building Regulations 2006 Part B: Fire Safety came into effect to
replace the 2000 edition. From 6 April 2013 the changes in the 2006 edition, incorporating
the 2010 and 2013 amendments, took effect. Some of the main points governing means of
escape laid out by the Approved Document Part B are detailed below.
There is a requirement to provide emergency egress windows to habitable rooms on the
ground and first floor levels of up to two-storey dwellings unless a protected route is
provided from those rooms to the final exit. All habitable rooms on the ground floor should
either open directly into an entrance hall or other suitable exit or be provided with an
escape window (note: kitchens and bathrooms are not considered habitable rooms). That
means any window provided for emergency egress purposes and any external door
provided for escape should comply with the following condition:
A fire escape window should open without obstruction to at least 0.33m² and at least
450mm high or 450mm wide. If one of the dimensions is at the 450mm minimum, then the
other dimension will need to be at least 734mm to achieve 0.33m².
-

The bottom of the openable area should be no more than 1100mm above the floor.

Windows fitted with our Fire Escape and Easy Clean hinges comply with the above
regulations as long as the openings are sufficient. For homes of three or more storeys
where floors occur 4.5m or more above the outside ground level, egress windows are not
an option for fire safety. In this case a protected stairway must be created that is
continuous to an external door at ground level.

NB: Ensure That Emergency Egress & suitable Escape Windows are Not Obstructed.
Regulations for the following section are different for Commercial Properties & Residential
Properties. In Practice we comply with the Regulation, which is for residential dwellings.
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BUILDING REGULATION B1 – Fire Safety

BUILDING REGULATION F1 – Ventilation
Yet another regulation of increasing importance due to recent studies showing the
correlation between health and wellbeing and the air we breathe in our homes. Approved
Document F1 deals with the Requirements for the Means (type) and Volume (amount) of
Ventilation. There are two types of ventilation regulations to consider:
1.

purge ventilations and

2.

background ventilation

Purge ventilation relates to the overall clear opening provided by the window when open
and background ventilation relates to the airflow provided by a trickle vent which is known
as EA (Equivalent Area) and is measured in mm2. Purge ventilation is required in rooms
prone to water vapour such as bathrooms and kitchens. Other rooms require background
ventilation.
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Trickle ventilators are not mandatory unless the existing windows have them, however, it is
always a good practice to consider their use when replacing windows. But if the original
windows have trickle vents the new ones must have them too. Also, the total openable
area should be at least the same.

In practice, replacing 'like for like' in terms of the amount & size of opening Casements &
Sashes will usually comply. If Replacements are not 'like for like' and the amount &/or
sizes of openings are being reduced, then it will be necessary to take measurements and
make calculations to ensure Compliance with the Building Regulations. The
recommendations for Domestic Buildings are: Habitable Room - 5000mm2 EA; Other
Rooms - 2500mm2 EA.
Two-stage locking handles are an acceptable form of trickle ventilation, where security is
not compromised, and draughts will not create a problem.

BUILDING REGULATION F1 – Ventilation

BUILDING REGULATIONS L1 -

Conservation of fuel & power in dwellings

It is Approved Document L1, effective from 1st April 2002 which strict new Legal
Requirements for the conservation of fuel & power in dwellings. This is achieved by
limiting emissions (escape of heat) through windows & doors by requiring that they meet
laid down levels of insulation (thermal transmittance). Thermal transmittance is a
measure of how much heat will pass through one square metre of a structure (door or
window) when the air temperatures on either side differ by one degree. This
measurement is known as the U-value. The lower the U-value the better the level of
insulation, and vice versa.
Part L1A (new dwellings) gives a target value U-value of 1.4 W/m2 K and a minimum
requirement of 2.0 W/m2 K. In existing dwellings, the standard U value target for
windows is 1.6 W/m2 K and for doors 1.8 W/m2 K, refer to Table 1 in Part L1B.

-

The 2013 edition of Approved Document L1A: Conservation of fuel and power in
new dwellings is the current edition for use in England. It came into effect on 6th
April 2014 and replaced all previous editions. The latest set of amendments came
into force on 6th April 2016.

-

The Approved Document L1B: Conservation of fuel and power in existing
dwellings, came into effect 1st October 2010, the further set of amendments came
into force on 6th April 2016, the latest set of amendments came into force on 5th
April 2018.
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BUILDING REGULATIONS L1 - Conservation of fuel & power in dwellings

CONTACT US
PHONE – 01322 332237
E-MAIL – info@ranebrook.co.uk
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